
LEARNING MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

Customisable E-learning platform for all
              Online & Hybrid learning made easy
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Academic and training
organisations face many challenges
in traditional classroom-based
learning, including limited flexibility
and convenience, inconsistent
learning experiences across
different instructors, and difficulty
managing and tracking student
progress.

They face the pain points of limited
reach and accessibility to learning
materials, making it difficult for
students to access high-quality
content whenever and wherever
they wanted.

On the other hand, academies with
previous LMS also face their own
set of challenges, such as limited
customization options, poor user-
friendliness and navigation,
inadequate reporting and data
analytics features, high costs and
maintenance fees, and inconsistent
and outdated features.

THE
PROBLEM

pn



With our customisable Learning
Management System, academies
can overcome all these challenges. 

It provides a digital solution that
simplifies classroom management
and ensures students access high-
quality learning materials. 

It provides full customization
options, making it easy for
academies to tailor the tool to their
needs. It is user-friendly and easy to
navigate, saving time and improving
the learning experience for both
instructors and students.

THE
SOLUTION

It provides a centralized platform
that simplifies the management and
delivery of education. Students can
access the learning content anytime
and anywhere as the platform is
cloud-based.

The LMS has features that, track
student progress and communicate
with students and instructors. This
allows instructors to make data-
driven decisions that can improve
the quality of education.



SELF-HOSTED ON CLOUD

Worried about installation and
licenses? Sign in and you are done.
Updates will automatically be made
available for your LMS making your
experience even better time to
time.

INERACTIVE LEARNING

Easily create your courses with a
series of lectures having content in
video, audio, ppt, pdf, Jump Button
and HTML, along with
downloadable files.

It allows you to add assignments,
quizzes and certifications to make it
more engaging for the learners

Make these online courses free,
payable or conditional and their
learning content accessible to
students in sequence order or
random, accessible with time and
for lifetime or a limited period.

FEATURES
OF OUR LMS

ONLINE & FULLY CUSTOMISABLE

Make the portal of your Learning
Management System, an online
academy with your domain name
and with yours branding and Style.



MONETISE INSTANTLY
Your payment gateway or wallet
gets integrated in your portal to get
the payments of your course fees
instantly. You won't pay any
commission to us for that.

TRACKING & REPORTS

Easily create your courses with a
series of lectures having content in
video, audio, ppt, pdf, Jump Button
and HTML, along with
downloadable files.

It allows you to add Live Classes,
assignments, quizzes and
certifications to make it more
engaging for the learners

Make these online courses free,
payable or conditional and their
learning content accessible to
students in sequence order or
random, accessible with time and
for lifetime or a limited period.

CONTENT SECURITY

We fully recognize that the content
is your most prized asset and our
system is fully capable to stop
unauthorised copying and
downloading content l                                                               

MARKETING & SALES

The LMS comes packed with tools
like Chat, Coupon codes,
Newsletters, Reseller Program ,etc
to help you reach to more prospects                                                               

DRAG-N-DROP COURSE BUILDER

A fully drag-n-drop course builder
to add, copy ,delete and arrange
chapters and lectures, Quizzes and
Assignments in them eases the
courses. Then a drag-n-drop
Lecture builder to make your-own
layout with elements of Videos,
Image, Audio, Jump-Buttons, HTML,
Flash to add in it makes the course
creation effortlessly.                                               

CUSTOMISATION & INTEGRATION

The Learning management system is
inherently customisable owing to its
modular structure. 

Starting from the look-n-feel and
design of your online academy to
the addition of extra modules or
integration of 3rd party software
with our LMS software, nearly
everything is possible, owing to the
individual API "tentacles" attached
to each constituent module of the
system.

OUR LEGENDRY SUPPORT

We are crazy for Success and knows
that your success is our success. For
support you may even talk directly
to our CEO and take update of your
requests.



CLIENT SUCCESS STORIES

ACELINE ACADEMY

Aceline Academy is now a hybrid academy of Arts & Culture in Karnataka,
India. Within four months of adopting our Learning Management System and
launching it as an online academy for a global audience, they increased their
student numbers by 730%, thanks to the astute marketing tools in the online
software.  

The teachers are the partners to the owner of the portal and earn a
commission for each student subscription in their respective courses. The
courses are a mix of Live and Recorded Classes with Assignments and
Certifications.

From time to time, on seasonal occasions, they conduct online events on the
portal to lure more students and  engage the existing students and teachers
alike

How Our LMS Helped 
Achieve Incredible Results!



AICADEMY

AiCademy is an Australia-based Learning Management System Portal teaching
advanced technologies, like BlockChain, Artificial Intelligence, etc. in
association with several Australian universities.

We have also integrated their Enterprise resource planning software and
Independent HRMS Software into this Learning Management System so that
their training business and International student recruitment business system
work in unison with each other.

This has led to a 270% increase in their business of recruitment of international
students for Australian Universities.



"Flexible Integration with Third-Party Software": Our LMS has a modular
architecture and can integrate seamlessly with other third-party software,
making it easier for users to access all their learning resources in one place.
 "Adaptive Learning Algorithm": The LMS's advanced algorithms are
designed to provide a personalized learning experience to each learner.
This algorithm analyses the learner's performance and adapts the content
and difficulty level accordingly, helping them to achieve their learning goals
faster. 
"Customizable and Scalable": The modular architecture makes it easy to
customize and scale the system as per the needs of the organization. This
makes it a perfect fit for businesses of all sizes, from small startups to large
enterprises. 
"Mobile-friendly Interface": The LMS's interface is designed to be mobile-
friendly, enabling learners to access their courses on the go, from any
device. This makes it easier for them to complete their courses, regardless of
their location. 
"Seamless Learning Experience": The LMS's algorithm and modular
architecture work together to provide a seamless learning experience to
users. This allows them to access their learning resources from one platform,
making it easier for them to complete their courses and achieve their
learning goals.

BEYOND THE LIMIT OF SKY 



Educron.com
CreateOnlineAcademy.com

5th Floor, Sadoday Complex,
Central Avenue Road
Darodkar Square, Nagpur
440002

Mobile: +9183296 31267

GET IN TOUCH
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